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N1501 - WD on: Portable Operating System Interface (POSIX) - Ada Language Interfaces, Part 2: Binding for Realtime Extensions


N1503 - Proposed Draft Amendment 1, on FIMS/COBOL Call Binding, to DIS 11730 Forms Interface Management System

N1504 - Proposed Technical Corrigendum 1 to ISO/IEC 1539:1991 - Programming language Fortran

N1505 - SC22 Chairman’s report to the JTC1 Plenary meeting, 1994-02-01/04

N1506 - WG11’s Response to comments received on the CD registration ballot for Language-independent procedure calling

N1507 - CD 13886: Information Technology - Programming languages, their environments and system software interfaces - Language-independent procedure calling

N1508 - WG20 Resolutions from their WG meeting held in Tokyo Japan, 1993-10-18/22

N1509 - WG20 Report on current and intended work

N1510 - Nomination of project editors for project JTC1.22.13 and letter ballot for their appointment

N1511 - Notice of meeting and Preliminary agenda for the next meeting of WG20 - Internationalization to be held in Oxford UK, 1994-04-11/15

N1512 - WG20’s Response to comments received on a proposal to subdivide project JTC1.22.30

N1513 - WG20 Proposal for a NWI for SC22 on: Cultural convention-sets registry

N1514 - WG20’s proposal to subdivide project JTC1.22.30.02.01 to include a project on cultural convention specification

N1515 - WG20’s contribution on: Recommendation on the extended use of characters in identifiers
N1516 - Disposition of comments report for CD13210: POSIX - Test Methods for Measuring Conformance to POSIX

N1517 - US Contribution on COBOL: COBOL Information Bulletin Number 24

N1518 - US Contribution on COBOL: COBOL Information Bulletin Number 25

N1519 - Correspondence from SC22 Chairman to SC22 Member Bodies re. WG participation

N1520 - Supplements 1, 2 and 3 to ISO/IEC JTC1 Procedures

N1521 - Statement of mutual benefits for a category C liaison between SC22/WG20 and SHARE-Europe

N1522 - CD13817-1:Information Technology - Programming languages, their environments and system software interfaces - Vienna Development Method/Specification language Part 1 - Base language

N1523 - Notice of Meeting and preliminary agenda for the next meeting of WG21 - C++ to be held in San Diego CA USA, 1994-03-06/11

N1524 - Notice of Meeting and preliminary agenda for the next meeting of WG4 - COBOL to be held in Nice France, 1994-04-25/29

N1525 - Minutes of meeting of WG4 - COBOL held in Newbury England, 1993-08-09/13

N1526 - Minutes of meeting of WG18 - FIMS held in Ottawa Canada, 1993-11-01/04

N1527 - Disposition of comments report for DIS 11730 - Forms Interface Management System (FIMS)

N1528 - Summary of Voting on CD13751 - Programming language Extended APL

N1529 - Summary of Voting on a proposal to Fast-Track the USA national standard for Programming language Forth

N1530 - JTC1/SC22 Secretariat Report to the JTC1 Plenary meeting to be held in Washington D.C. USA, 1994-02-01/04

N1531 - Summary of Voting on PDAM1 to ISO/IEC 9899 on Normative Addendum to Programming language C

N1532 - Summary of Voting on Draft Technical Corrigendum 1 to ISO/IEC 9899:1990 Programming language C

N1533 - Report to SC22 of the SC21/WG9 meeting on Interpretation of ISO/IEC Guide 25 held in London UK, 1993-11-30/12-02
N1534 - Summary of Voting on ISO/IEC 10279/DAM1: Information Technology - Programming languages - Full Basic, Amendment 1: Modules and single character input enhancement

N1535 - Notice of meeting and preliminary agenda for the next meeting of WG13 - Modula 2 to be held in Lake Wanaka, New Zealand, 1994-04-04/08

N1536 - Notice of meeting and preliminary agenda for the next meeting of WG9 - Ada to be held in Switzerland, 1994-03-14/18

N1537 - Notice of meeting and preliminary agenda for the next meeting of WG11 - Binding Techniques to be held in London UK, 1994-04-25/29

N1538 - Statement of benefits of a Category C liaison between SC22/WG20 - Internationalization and X/Open

N1539 - SC21 Liaison to SC22 re: Comments on Operating Systems Interfaces

N1540 - Notice of meeting and preliminary agenda for the next meeting of WG14 -C to be held in Tokyo Japan, 1994-07-27/29

N1541 - Canadian comments on WD13815: Proposed Draft standard for Extensions for Realtime Ada (ExTRA)

N1542 - Switzerland comments on WD13815: Proposed Draft standard for Extensions for Realtime Ada

N1543 - Report from SC2/SC22 Liaison representative

N1544 - Summary of Voting and comments on CD8652: Information Technology - Programming languages, their environments and system software interfaces - Programming language Ada

N1545 - Summary of Voting and comments on a proposal to register N1499 - Guide for Information Technology - Portable Operating System Interface (POSIX) - The Open System Environment as a PDTR type 3

N1546 - Late vote and comments from Japan on a proposal to register N1499 - Guide for Information Technology - Portable Operating System Interface (POSIX) - The Open System Environment as a PDTR type 3

N1547 - Late vote and comments from Japan on CD8652: Information Technology - Programming languages, their environments and system software interfaces - Programming language Ada

N1548 - Minutes of meeting of WG21 - C++ held in San Jose CA USA, 1993-11-08/12

N1549 - Notice of meeting and preliminary agenda for the next meeting of WG17 - Prolog to be held in London UK, 1994-04-25/26